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SPRING TERM 2021 
 

MINUTES OF THE MEETING OF THE WENSLEY FOLD CE PRIMARY 
ACADEMY TEACHING AND LEARNING COMMITTEE HELD ON 

WEDNESDAY 3RD MARCH 2021 AT 5.00 PM 
VIA MS TEAMS VIDEO CONFERENCING  

 
PRESENT:  Mrs D. Simpson (Headteacher), Ms O. Fairless, Mrs A. Whittingham, 
Mrs A. Hussain, Miss M. Beck, Mrs J. McFeeley, Mr J. Leigh, Mrs S. Rafiq, Mr S. 
Khan and Mrs S. Alam. 
 
IN ATTENDANCE:  Mr G. Mukadam (Clerk) and Mrs S. Pfeiffer (Deputy 
Headteacher).  

  
1. APOLOGIES FOR ABSENCE 

 
There were no apologies for absence.  

  
2. MINUTES OF THE LAST MEETING  

 
Resolved: that the minutes of the meeting held on 11th November 2020, having been 
previously circulated, were approved at the last full Governing Body meeting.  

  
3. MATTERS ARISING FROM THE MINUTES  

 
There were no matters arising from the minutes of the meeting held on 11th November 2020. 

  
4. REGISTER OF BUSINESS INTERESTS  

 
There were no declarations of interests in relation to agenda items. 

  
5. CO-ORDINATOR PRESENTATION – ENGLISH  

 
Mrs A. Whittingham gave an onscreen presentation on English from which the following points 
were highlighted: 
 
The main priority and focus this year is vocabulary.  Reference was made to the Oxford 
Language Report and research on vocabulary.  The data indicates that vocabulary scores are 
low and examples of this were given. 
 
Staff have undertaken training in vocabulary.  
 
An overview was then given from vocabulary reports, studies and research, and included the 
quantity of vocabulary and word difference that children acquire in relation to their life style 
and home life.  
 
Good vocabulary is an indicator of future test success as well as later on in life.  
 
In school there is an emphasis on teaching vocabulary and various strategies are in place in 
order to close the gap.  
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A three tier vocabulary system was introduced in October 2020 and each tier was explained in 
more detail. 
 
It was added that vocabulary practice is carried out each week and impacts on the rest of the 
subjects.  
 
School has applied for the NELI (Nuffield Early Language Intervention) funded by Catch Up 
funding at a cost of approximately £2,000 and has managed to secure a place on the project.   
Teaching Assistants will also carry out ten hours of training in this area as part of their CPD 
(Continuing Professional Development). 
 
Oxford Reading Buddy has been introduced.  This is an online personalised reading 
programme and how it works was explained in more detail.  It will help with vocabulary and 
has been used during lockdown.  
 
A reading spine has been developed and includes reading to pupils.  The list created is age 
appropriate and will be reviewed regularly and an example of one was shown.  Lists have 
been completed from Year 1 to Year 6 with Reception still to do.  
 
School is preparing for deep dives in reading and this was then explained in more detail.  It 
was added that school is in a good position in reading.  There are no concerns and this is 
backed up by data.  
 
One of the next steps is to adopt a reciprocal reading approach which is a structured method 
of guided reading.  More detail of this was then given. 
 
The Strategic Approach to Reading and Handwriting policies have been updated.  There were 
no changes this year to the Writing Policy and the Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar Policy. 
 
Question:  Is vocabulary not just an EAL (English as an Additional Language) issue? 
Answer:  The research shows that the issue is around engagement of parents with their 
children and not EAL. 
 
Question:  Why is there no engagement? 
Answer:  Examples are using iPads as child care, television, social media and both parents 
working.  
 
This was then discussed further and in more detail. 
 
Question:  Why do many children not play together? 
Answer:  Technology is a big reason and this is a national issue.  
 
Question:  Comprehension was a weakness before so how has the pandemic affected it? 
Answer:  There is a catch up initiative.  We did a test after the last lockdown and the gap was 
narrow.  Catch up is not a big issue here. 
 
This was then discussed further.  
 
Question:  How frequently do you change the vocabulary words? 
Answer:  Every half term.  The vocabulary consists of six words from different subjects.  The 
collection of vocabulary will form a dictionary. 
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Question:  How would you monitor the effect of vocabulary improvement? 
Answer:  By quantative and qualitative data and looking at the percentage increase of 
questions answered in tests.  
 
Question:  Will it come up in writing? 
Answer:  Yes. 
 
Mrs A. Whittingham was thanked for a very comprehensive and detailed report.  

  
6. SCHOOL DEVELOPMENT PLAN 

 
The Committee members were requested to look at this at their leisure.  

  
7. REVIEW AND MONITOR SERVICE LEVEL AGREEMENTS 

 
The following Service Level Agreements were reviewed: 
 
Blackburn Diocese Education Psychology 
Educational Visits French 
Music Service NQT Pool and quality assurance 
School Admissions School Appeals 
School Games Organiser School Swimming  

 
there were no changes and they were adopted. 
 
The Headteacher informed Governors that swimming lessons will commence after Easter.  
School was offered an intensive swimming catch up every day for two weeks but declined the 
offer to focus on academic studies. 

  
8. SAFEGUARDING UPDATE (September 2020 – December 2020) 

 
The Headteacher reported on screen that all staff completed safeguarding training in 
September 2020.  Designated Safeguarding Lead training has also been carried out.  
 
There are currently seventy two vulnerable pupils in school.  
 
All relevant policies and procedures relating to safeguarding have been updated.  
 
All staff members can now access CPOMS (Child Protection Online Management System) 
regularly and support staff are developing their skills on this system.  
 
There are ten pupils with a CAF (Common Assessment Framework) and one LAC (Looked 
After Children) pupil. 

  
9. COVID CATCH UP PREMIUM  

 
The Headteacher informed Governors that details about how the catch up funding is being 
used is on the school website and summarised it as follows: 
 
There are three tiers for catch up and the funding has been used for interventions, additional 
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catch up, training, purchase of NELI, and a whole range of strategies most of which were 
already being carried out in school. 

  
10. SPORT PREMIUM UPDATE 

 
Governors were informed by the Headteacher that approximately £19,000 of this grant has 
not been spent due to the Coronavirus Covid 19 pandemic.  However, some purchases have 
been made and what the school planned to do was reported including the Blackburn Rovers 
Football Club provision.  The unspent grant will be carry forward into next year.  

  
11. PUPIL PREMIUM UPDATE 

 
Mrs S. Pfeiffer talked Governors through the report which was also displayed on screen from 
which the following points were highlighted: 
 
Objective one is attainment and here in reading from Autumn Term 2020 to assessment point 
one 85.37% of pupil premium pupils achieved the expected standard or above compared to 
81.88% for non pupil premium pupils which is a positive achievement. 
 
In mathematics the scores for pupil premium pupils and non pupil premium pupils were in line 
with each other.  
 
In Year 1 for Read Write Inc. the impact is good.  On entry to Year 1 nineteen out of sixty one 
pupils were meeting the expected standard in reading now fifty seven out of the sixty one 
have met the expected standard.  
 
The analysis of interventions was not possible due to the Coronavirus Covid 19 pandemic.  
 
In terms of mental health there was a good uptake from pupil premium pupils and regular 
contact with families. 
 
In terms of the LAC pupil Autumn Term 2020 and Spring Term 2021 PEPs (Personal 
Education Plans) have been completed but not yet analysed.  
 
Pupil premium plus funding of £400 has been applied for and received. 

  
12. SEND UPDATE 

 
Mrs S. Pfeiffer talked Governors through the report which was also displayed on screen from 
which the following points were highlighted: 
 
The format for the report is the same as the Autumn Term 2020.  
 
Continence is being given to two pupils and they are making good progress. 
 
EHCP (Education and Health Care Plan) applications are being submitted to the panel and 
include two for Reception Class and one for Year 3. 
 
During lockdown twelve out of the thirteen pupils with EHCPs attended school.  The one that 
did not was shielding and was supported.  
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Then a brief update on progress was given and it was commented that SEND pupils are 
making positive progress.  For example in mathematics 92% of SEN pupils maintained or 
improved their raw score compared to 67% of non-SEN pupils.  
 
Relevant training has been undertaken and the SALT (Speech and Language Therapy) link is 
continuing.  
 
Staff have also received training on COMS.  
 
Mrs S. Pfeiffer was thanked for her pupil premium and SEND reports.  

  
13. NEW OFSTED FRAMEWORK UPDATE 

 
The Headteacher gave a quick overview on screen and commented that there have been six 
updates since June 2021 the last one being on 15th December 2020. 
 
One day remote inspections will move to full day inspections except visiting lessons.  

  
14. BULLYING/RACIST INCIDENTS 

 
There were no exclusions or racist incidents to report for the period September 2020 to 
December 2020. 

  
15. ATTENDANCE 

 
Attendance for the period September 2020 to December 2020 is high at 97.7% with sixteen 
pupils being persistently absent.  

  
16. SCHOOL DIRECT UPDATE 

 
Mrs A. Whittingham reported that School Direct generated a big interest and school had the 
maximum number, twenty, of trainees.  The trainees were of a very high calibre and received 
good reports from their schools.  Interest continues and ten high calibre trainees have been 
admitted for September 2021 which is high at this stage of the year.  

  
17. TEACHER APRAISAL UPDATE 

 
Mr S. Khan withdrew from the meeting.  
 
Teacher appraisals are in hand and this year will be carried out in a supporting context. 

  
18. GOVERNOR VISITS TO SCHOOL 

 
Subject leader online virtual meetings will commence after Easter. 

  
19. GOVERNOR TRAINING 

 
Question:  Is safeguarding training annual? 
Answer:  Yes. 
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20. ANY OTHER BUSINESS 
 
There was nothing to report under this item.  

  
21. DATE AND TIME OF NEXT MEETING 

 
The next meeting of the Teaching and Learning Committee will be held on: 
 
Wednesday 16th June 2021 at 5.00 pm. 
 
The Chair thanked everyone for attending and closed the meeting at 6.10 pm. 
 

 


